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Abstract

Developing dependable distributed multi-agent programs is not an easy task. Even with extensive testing and debugging, faults cannot be completely removed. However, many distributed multi-agent programs, especially those employed in safety critical environments, should be able to function properly even in the presence of software faults. Monitoring the execution of a distributed multi-agent program, detecting failures, and reacting to these failures at runtime is the appropriate way to tolerate these failures.

In this paper, we have designed and implemented a framework for monitoring the execution of distributed multi-agent programs. The proposed framework extends the Java Agent DEvelopment framework (JADE) allowing agent programmers to monitor global states, to detect the occurrence of certain events and to react to these events at runtime. An example of monitoring a distributed multi-agent program has been presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework.
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1. Introduction

Multi-agent systems have been brought up with the research and development of distributed systems. Many new multi-agent applications are currently being developed and launched [1, 2, 3]. Developing distributed multi-agent applications is a difficult task [4, 5]. Programmers need to put more effort to take care of additional issues like communication, synchronization, problems of deadlock, etc.

In fact, writing dependable distributed multi-agent programs is very hard. Even if extensive testing and debugging mechanisms are applied, faults persist. Many distributed multi-agent systems should be able to function properly even in the presence of software faults. Monitoring the execution of a distributed multi-agent program and detecting failures is an important
technique to tolerate such faults. This gives rise to the monitoring and runtime verification techniques \cite{6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11}.

Testing and formal methods, such as model checking and theorem proving, can be used to detect bugs in distributed multi-agent programs. However, in traditional testing, we cannot formally specify the properties that a program needs to satisfy. Formal methods are usually applied on an abstract model of the program. Consequently, even if a program has been formally verified, we cannot guarantee the dependability of a particular implementation.

The idea of verifying whether a run of a distributed program satisfies a given property (runtime verification) has been recently attracting much attention in the research area of verifying the correctness of distributed programs \cite{5, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15}. Many problems in distributed programs can be reduced to the problem of monitoring a run of a distributed program to check whether it satisfies a given property or not. Termination detection and deadlock detection are some examples \cite{5}.

In this paper, we have designed and implemented a framework to monitor the execution of a distributed multi-agent program, report the occurrence of certain events (formally represented as predicates) and react to these events accordingly at runtime. We have provided an interface for implementing a monitored agent to expose local states to be observed, and we have implemented an algorithm to detect a well known class of predicates known as Weak Conjunctive Predicates (WCP) \cite{5}. The proposed framework has been developed on a widely used agent platform (JADE) and its functioning has been demonstrated through an example.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a formal model of a run of a distributed multi-agent program. The main difficulties of distributed predicates detection (also referred to as runtime verification) are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 presents the main distributed predicate detection approaches. An algorithm to detect weak conjunctive predicates is illustrated in Section 5. An overview of the Java Agent DEvelopment framework (JADE) is presented in Section 6. After that, the architecture of the proposed framework is described in detail in Section 7. Some details about the implementation of the framework along with an example to demonstrate its effectiveness are presented in Section 8. Finally, a summary of the main conclusions and possible future works are presented in Section 9.

2. A formal model of a run of a distributed multi-agent program

We assume a message-passing distributed multi-agent program consisting of \( n \) agents denoted by \( A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_n \) and a set of unidirectional channels. The state of a channel at any time is represented by the sequence of messages sent along that channel but not yet received.

**Definition 1** An event is the result of executing a statement in a program. It can be a computational event or a communication event (send/receive).

Events are related by either their execution order in an agent or message send/receive relations among agents. The happened-before relation \((\rightarrow)\) defined by lamport can be applied to all events executed \cite{16}.

**Definition 2** A run of a distributed multi-agent program is formally represented as an event structure \((E, \rightarrow)\) consists of the set of events executed \((E)\) and the happened-before relation \((\rightarrow)\) among these events.
Figure 1. A space-time diagram representing a run of a distributed multi-agent program involving two agents ($A_1$ and $A_2$).

A two-dimensional space-time diagram can be used to represent a run of a distributed multi-agent program. The horizontal direction represents time and the vertical direction represents space. Events are represented by circles. Each send event is connected with the corresponding receive event using a directed edge. The space-time diagram shown in Figure 1 represents a run of a distributed multi-agent program involving two agents.

The events of a single agent are totally ordered. An event $e_1$ is happened before another event $e_2$ (denoted by $e_1 \rightarrow e_2$) if and only if there is a directed path from $e_1$ to $e_2$. The $\rightarrow$ relation is a partial order relation. Two events $e_1$ and $e_2$ are said to be concurrent (denoted by $e_1 \parallel e_2$) if they are not related by the $\rightarrow$ relation. For example, in Figure 1, $e_1 \parallel e_5$ because $\neg(e_1 \rightarrow e_5)$ and $\neg(e_5 \rightarrow e_1)$.

**Definition 3** A consistent cut $X$ of a run of a distributed multi-agent program $\langle E, \rightarrow \rangle$ is a finite subset $X \subseteq E$ such that if $a \in X \land b \rightarrow a$ then $b \in X$.

A global state of a run is represented by the values of the program variables and channels states attained upon completion of the events in a given consistent cut $X$. A state lattice is the set of global states of a given run endowed with set union and set intersection operations [17]. Figure 2 shows the state lattice of the run shown in Figure 1. $(-, -)$ is the initial state. $(e_2, e_7)$ is the state reached after executing event $e_2$ in $A_1$ and event $e_7$ in $A_2$. $(e_4, e_{10})$ is the final state. Based on the state lattice, we can verify whether a run of a given distributed multi-agent program satisfies certain properties or not (runtime verification).

In the following section, we will present the main reasons that make monitoring and predicates detection a difficult task in distributed multi-agent programs.

**3. Difficulties of predicates detection in distributed multi-agent programs**

Monitoring a run of a distributed multi-agent program to check if it satisfies a given property (represented as a predicate) is a difficult task. The difficulty comes from the characteristics of a distributed multi-agent program that can be summarized as follows [5]:

1. There is no common clock between agents. Consequently, the events in a given run of a distributed multi-agent program can only be partially ordered.

2. There is no shared memory between the agents. Consequently, there will be message overhead to collect the information necessary to evaluate a predicate.
3. There are multiple agents running concurrently. Consequently, the number of global states that must be considered in evaluating a predicate will be exponential in number of agents.

In the next section we will briefly explore the approaches presented in the literature to check the satisfaction of a predicate in a run of a given distributed program.

4. Approaches of predicates detection in distributed programs

There are three main approaches to check the satisfaction of a given predicate in a run of a distributed program. The first approach is based on the global snapshot algorithm proposed by Chandy and Lamport [18, 19, 20]. According to this approach, a global state of a run will be captured and the desired predicate will be evaluated on it, if the predicate is not evaluated to true, another global state will be captured. This process will continue until a global state is found in which the desired predicate is satisfied. This approach works well for predicates that do not turn false once they become true (stable predicates).

The second approach to detect the satisfaction of a predicate in a run of a given distributed program was proposed by Cooper and Marzullo [21]. This approach is based on the construction of the state lattice of the run under consideration. It can be used to detect possibly : $\phi$ and definitely : $\phi$. possibly : $\phi$ is true if the predicate $\phi$ is evaluate to true in at least one global state in the state lattice. definitely : $\phi$ is true if, for all paths from the initial global state to the final global state, $\phi$ is true in at least one global state along that path [21, 22]. This approach can be used to detect both stable and unstable predicates. However, the detection is
very expensive because it requires exploring $O(m^n)$ global states in the worst case, where $n$ is the number of processes (agents) and $m$ is the number of local states in each process.

The third approach exploits the structure of the predicate to avoid the construction of the state lattice. According to this approach, a subset of the global states is identified based on the structure of the predicate such that if the predicate is true, it must be true in one of the states in this subset. This approach is less general than the second approach but it can be used to develop more efficient algorithms for certain classes of predicates. In [23, 24], Garg and Waldecker have presented algorithms of complexity $O(n^2 m)$ to detect possibly : $\phi$ and definitely : $\phi$ when $\phi$ is a conjunction of local predicates (a local predicates is a predicates that can be expressed in terms of the variables of a single process (or agent)).

In general, the problem of detecting a global property in a run of a given distributed program is NP-complete [13]. Consequently, the class of the predicate to be detected must be restricted to allow for efficient detection. In this paper, we will deal with local predicates and global predicates that can be represented as a conjunction or as a disjunction of local predicates. It has been proved in the literature that these classes of predicates can be efficiently detected [5].

A conjunctive predicate $P$ under the modality possibly is called a Weak Conjunctive Predicate (WCP) if all the terms of the predicate are local predicates [5]. A weak conjunctive predicate is true for a given run if and only if there is a global state in that run in which all the local predicates involved in it are evaluated to true. Detecting the satisfaction of WCPs is generally useful in detecting a combination of states that is unsafe [5].

5. Detecting weak conjunctive predicates

In [5, 23], an efficient algorithm to detect WCPs has been presented. The algorithm finds the first consistent cut for which a WCP is true. In this algorithm, one agent will serve as a monitor. All other agents involved in detecting the WCP are referred to as application agents.

Each term in any WCP is a local predicate associated with exactly one of the application agents. It is the responsibility of each application agent to monitor its local predicate and to maintain the vector clock algorithm. The vector clock is a very well known technique to assign timestamps to the events of a run of a given distributed program [17, 25]. When the local predicate becomes true for the first time since the most recently sent message (or the beginning of the execution), the application agent sends to the monitor a monitoring message containing its local state (in this algorithm the local state of an agent consist of the timestamp vector of the event that makes the agent’s local predicate evaluates to true).

The monitor receives monitoring messages from the application agents that are involved in detecting the WCP. It is responsible for searching a global state (consistent cut) that satisfies the WCP. The monitor examines a sequence of candidate cuts, if the candidate cut is not a consistent cut or does not satisfy all the terms of the WCP, the monitor will remove one of the local states along the cut. The eliminated local state cannot be part of any consistent cut that satisfies the WCP. The monitor then moves to the next candidate cut by considering the successor to the eliminated local state on the cut. If the monitor finds a consistent cut for which no local state can be eliminated, then that cut satisfies the WCP and the detection algorithm halts. More details about this algorithm can be found in [5, 23].
6. JADE: Java Agent DEvelopment framework

JADE is a framework for developing multi-agent applications [26]. It is provided as a FIPA-compliant agent framework with a package to develop Java agents [27]. JADE is fully implemented in Java and it is totally open source.

In JADE framework, there is an agent container in each host to hold its local agents. Each agent is an active thread that has its own behaviors. Agents in JADE are executed concurrently. JADE provides a virtual agent platform, by which all agents can interact with each other, regardless of their containers or hosts.

The execution path of an agent is shown in Figure 3. The setup() method is invoked by the JADE runtime once an agent starts and it is intended to include agent initializations. The takeDown() method is invoked just before an agent terminates and is intended to include agent clean-up operations [28].

The actual task an agent has to perform is typically carried out within “behaviors”. An agent can execute several behaviors at the same time. However, it is important to know that scheduling of behaviors in an agent is cooperative (not preemptive). Consequently, when a behavior is scheduled for execution its action() method is invoked and runs until it returns. Therefore, it is the programmer who decides when an agent switches from the execution of a behavior to the execution of another one [28]. More information about JADE can be found at [26].

Figure 3. The execution path of an agent in JADE [28].
7. The architecture of the proposed framework

The architecture of the proposed monitoring framework consists of three layers as shown in Figure 4. The bottom layer is the JADE framework, the middle layer is the monitoring layer, and the top layer is the application layer.

The layered architecture indicates that the internal implementation of any layer can be changed without affecting other layers as long as the interface between these layers remains the same. Each layer provides functions to the layer above it. The interface between the layers includes the necessary information that tells a layer how to use the functions provided by the layer below it.

The monitoring layer contains all the necessary functions to monitor the execution of a given distributed multi-agent program and to report the occurrence of certain events of interest. It contains three main classes, `Monitor`, `MonitoredAgent` and `VectorClock`. The `Monitor` class extends the `Agent` class of the JADE framework and defines all the necessary functions to be used by a monitoring agent to collect the necessary information at runtime and to report the occurrence of certain events that are represented as predicates. The class `Monitor` involves two abstract methods, `reactToTrue()` and `reactToFalse()`. These two methods are defined as abstract methods because different applications may react in different ways for the same event, so the implementations of these two methods have been left for the application developer in the application layer.

The `MonitoredAgent` class extends the `Agent` class of the JADE framework. All the agents at the application level should be objects of classes that extend the `MonitoredAgent` class.
For example, the SellerAgent class in Figure 4 extends the MonitoredAgent class. The MonitoredAgent class redefines the communication operations (send, receive, blockingReceive) in such a way that allows us to assign timestamps to all of the communication events. The new version of the communication operations are called mSend(), mReceive() and mBlockingReceive(). The mSend() operation adds a timestamp to the message to be sent and then invokes the original send() operation, whereas the mReceive() and mBlockingReceive() operations receive a message using the original receive() and blockingReceive() operations and then remove the timestamp from the received message before delivering it.

The MonitoredAgent class involves an abstract method called detectPredicate() to be implemented by the application developer, this method represents the local predicate to be monitored locally by each agent.

The VectorClock class includes all the necessary functions to assign timestamps to the events relevant to the global properties/predicates to be monitored.

According to the specification of the architecture of the framework described above, the application developer will not build his application directly on top of the JADE framework, but he will build it on top of our monitoring layer. For example, when he wants to define a class of agents he will not extend the Agent class in JADE, but he will extend the MonitoredAgent class in the monitoring layer of our framework.

In the following section, we will demonstrate the functionality of the proposed framework through an example.

8. Experimental results

In this section, we will give a brief description of a distributed multi-agent application built on top of our monitoring layer. The application is a simple e-market application where there are a number of seller agents and a number of buyer agents. The seller agents can sell different kinds of products where the price of each product may change from time to time. When a buyer agent wants to buy a product, he will send a call for proposal for each seller agent selling the product of interest. After receiving the proposals from the seller agents, he will buy the product from the seller agent who has proposed the lowest price.

To build this application, we have defined two classes SellerAgent and BuyerAgent, both of them extend the MonitoredAgent class (see Figure 4). The two classes can be used to create as many seller and buyer agents as we want.

Suppose we want to monitor the price of a product, say $x$, to make sure that not all of the seller agents sell this product at a price greater than 13$. To do so, we have to create a monitoring agent (an agent of the class MonitoredAgent). The monitoring agent will look for the agents selling the desired product and monitor them. This problem can be reduced to detecting whether the following conjunctive predicate has been detected at some point in time during the execution of the e-market application.

$$(p_1 > 13) \land (p_2 > 13) \land \cdots \land (p_n > 13)$$

Where $n$ is the number of seller agents selling product $x$, and $p_i$ is the price of product $x$ offered by seller agent $i$. 
This conjunctive predicate consists of \( n \) terms \((p_1 > 13), (p_2 > 13), \ldots, (p_n > 13)\). Each term is called a local predicted (means that the value of the predicate can be evaluated locally by a single agent). The above conjunctive predicate is called a global predicate (means that the monitoring agent can not evaluate it locally without collecting the necessary information from all of the agents involved in the predicate).

In our example, the monitoring agent will keep monitoring the agents of interest (agents selling product \( x \)) to collect all of the information that may affect the value of the above conjunctive predicate. Once the predicate is detected, the monitoring agent will react accordingly (through calling the \texttt{reactToTrue()} method).

The reaction to the satisfaction of a given predicate is application dependent. For example, in some applications, when the above predicate is satisfied, the monitoring agent may send a message to the seller agents asking them to reduce the price of the product. In other applications, the satisfaction of a similar predicate may indicate that there is some bug in the system that has to be removed. This is why the \texttt{reactToTrue()} method has been defined as an abstract method in the monitoring layer and the actual implementation has been left to the application layer.

In our demonstration example, the \texttt{reactToTrue()} method will just display a message indicating that the predicate has been satisfied along with the timestamps of each local state involved in the global state that satisfies the predicate.

The proposed framework has been used to monitor the above mentioned predicate and to report its satisfaction. Part of the detailed output displayed by the seller agents and the monitoring agent are as follow:

Seller Agent A@107PC:1099/JADE Start Updating the Catalog
My ID is: 285100506
My local predicate is: \( p > 13 \)

Seller Agent B@107PC:1099/JADE Start Updating the Catalog
My ID is: 1638410203
My local predicate is: \( p > 13 \)

Seller Agent C@107PC:1099/JADE Start Updating the Catalog
My ID is: 1303247396
My local predicate is: \( p > 13 \)

B Sends a message to C
Agent Name: B, Current Price = 5
Vector Clock = 1638410203 [(1638410203:1)]

C Receives a message from B
Agent Name: C, Current Price = 5
Vector Clock = 1303247396 [(1303247396:1)(1638410203:1)]

B Sends a message to A
Agent Name: B, Current Price = 10
Vector Clock = 1638410203 [(1638410203:3)]

A Receives a message from B
Agent Name: A, Current Price = 5
Vector Clock = 285100506 [(285100506:1)(1638410203:3)]

MonitoringAgent M@107PC:1099/JADE is ready.
The Monitoring Agent is looking for the agents to be monitored...
Agent found:( agent-identifier :name B@107PC:1099/JADE :addresses (sequence http://107PC:7778/acc )) Selling: x
Agent found:( agent-identifier :name C@107PC:1099/JADE :addresses (sequence http://107PC:7778/acc )) Selling: x
Agent found:( agent-identifier :name A@107PC:1099/JADE :addresses (sequence http://107PC:7778/acc )) Selling: x
The Monitoring Agent has found All the agents to be monitored.

A Sends a message to C
Agent Name: A, Current Price = 10
Vector Clock = 285100506 [(285100506:3)(1638410203:3)]
C Receives a message from A
Agent Name: C, Current Price = 10
Vector Clock = 1303247396 [(1303247396:3)(285100506:3)(1638410203:3)]
B Sends a message to C
Agent Name: B, Current Price = 15
Vector Clock = 1638410203 [(1638410203:5)]
C Receives a message from B
Agent Name: C, Current Price = 15
Vector Clock = 1303247396 [(1303247396:5)(285100506:3)(1638410203:5)]
B Sends a message to A
Agent Name: B, Current Price = 20
Vector Clock = 1638410203 [(1638410203:7)]
A Receives a message from B
Agent Name: A, Current Price = 15
Vector Clock = 285100506 [(285100506:5)(1638410203:7)]

The Predicate: B ∧ C ∧ A has been detected at cut:
B: 1638410203 [(1638410203:8)]
C: 1303247396 [(1303247396:6)(285100506:3)(1638410203:5)]
A: 285100506 [(285100506:6)(1638410203:7)]

A Sends a message to C
Agent Name: A, Current Price = 20
Vector Clock = 285100506 [(285100506:7)(1638410203:7)]
C Receives a message from A
Agent Name: C, Current Price = 20
Vector Clock = 1303247396 [(1303247396:7)(285100506:7)(1638410203:7)]
B Sends a message to C
Agent Name: B, Current Price = 25
Vector Clock = 1638410203 [(1638410203:9)]
Figure 5. The message displayed by the monitoring agent indicating that the predicate to be monitored has been detected.

In this example, we have created three seller agents A, B and C. Each of them is selling product x. Line number one in the above output is the first statement printed by the seller agent A. It indicates that the agent is in the process of adding the information about product x to his catalogue (a data structure where all of the necessary information about all of the products available for sale are maintained). After that, the agent prints its unique identification number (ID) and the local predicate that it will be monitoring.

The statement in line 13 indicates that the seller agent B has sent a message to the seller agent C informing him that he has changed the price of product x to 5$ as indicated in line 14.

Line 26 is the first statement printed by the monitoring agent M; it indicates that the monitoring agent M has just started. The monitoring agent will automatically look for the agents selling the product of interest. In line 34, the monitoring agent reports the fact that he has found all of the agents selling product x and they are all monitored by him starting from this point of time.

In line 55, the monitoring agent M has detected the predicate of interest and printed a detailed message indicating the agents involved in the predicate and the vector clock timestamp of each local state involved in the global state that satisfies the predicate. For simplicity, the predicate is written using agents’ names instead of the local predicates. Figure 5 shows the message displayed by the monitoring agent as a response to the detection of the predicate.

9. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have designed and implemented a framework for monitoring the execution of distributed multi-agent programs, detecting the occurrence of certain events of interest and reacting to these events accordingly. Monitoring can provide the user with additional information about the program’s run-time behavior. This information cannot be obtained by analyzing the program’s source code alone. The satisfaction of a predicate of interest may indicate that there is some bug in the system or that there is a situation where direct reaction at runtime is required. Consequently, the use of the proposed framework will help programmers in developing more dependable distributed multi-agent applications.

The size of the information that a monitor has to receive and process in order to detect the satisfaction of a certain predicate can be very large, especially in a distributed environment. This work can be extended by supplying the monitoring layer with additional mechanisms to
reduce the amount of data to be processed by the monitor. The notion of atomicity can be exploited in this regard. Viewing distributed multi-agent programs as programs that execute a set of atomic actions can significantly simplify the monitoring and runtime verification of these programs [4, 29].
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